Park will create jobs, Fess Parker claims
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By GAIL SHIOMOTO
Student employment. busilo.ss
diversification
and
recreational
facilities are the benefits which will
accrue from the development of
Marriott
Corporation’s
Great
America theme park, according to actor Fess Parker.
Parker. the owner of the 566-acre
site located north of the Bayshore
Freeway. explained in a Spartan
Daily interview that 1.500 high
school and college students will be
hired during the park’s initial 150
days of seasonal operation when
completed in 1975.
The general plan for the park
development
was
passed
unanimously Wednesday by the
Santa Clara City Council after a
seven -hour public hearing.
According to Parker, the overall
economic stability of the area will be
strengthened by the $100 million project. It will be developed by Marriott
Corp.

He pointed out the industrial
development of the Bay Area is
business
one
with
vertical,
dependent on the operations of
another.
Factors
"IF factors develop which interfere
and reduce that business drastically,
the area will suffer greatly." he said.
"Our enterprise offers a
diversification which is very acceptable" and will lessen the instability
created by related businesses, he
added.
During the public hearing, a broad based group called Stop This Objectionable Project (STOP) and the
Loma Prieta chapter of the Sierra
Club opposed the proposal.
Dave Goodreau. STOP spokesman,
said. "The long-range economic
benefits of the development don’t
outweigh the urban sprawl, traffic.
and air pollution" which could result.
However, Parker explained the
land he bought was zoned for in -

dustry. Had the park proposal been
rejected. "I’m sure we would have
looked forward to more electronic
companies and more square
buildings with trucks pulling in and
out, he said.
Landscaping
He mentioned the regional theme
park wilf remain 60 per cent open
space and will be heavily
landscaped.
"We want to lay down the standards of land scaping, the aesthetics.
so the area as a whole will utilize the
open beautification concept," he said.
The park will occupy 80 acres of
the site and will celebrate six historical American events, such as the
New Orleans Mardi Gras.
Parker believes the Santa Clara
climate creates a fine potential for a
year-round operation. However, the
park will be operating only 150 days
of the year, during the spring and
summer months.
"Until we get past the traditional

summer vacation (e.g. through yearround schools) and some of the rat her
rigid social reponses to school
vacation and work habits, there is
simply no way to operate a theme
park in the winter time that would
sustain on an economic basis."
Parker explained.
Response
In response to criticism by environmentalists that the park would
create traffic problems. Parker mentioned that the park will be operating
during off -periods of traffic.
"West Valley College will contribute probably the major aspect of
traffic difficulties off the Bayshore
Freeway simply because college
students go to class at 7 or 8 a.m.
when industry is going to work." he
asserted. "The theme park, however,
will be open from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m."

Plans tor a WM campus near the
park are underway.
Parker initially purchased the land
one year ago for the development Of a
Fess Parker Frontier World, a joint
venture between the city ol Santa
Clara and Fespar Enterprises. He
withdrew the plan Elast August
because he did not have the backing
from the entire city council.
Now, however, the Great America
theme park project is being
developed on a private enterprise
level with unanimous couricil ap-

proval.

In describing the city of Santa
Clara. Parker concluded, "The city is
imaginative, creative and bold, and
they recognize an economic advantage to the city. I only wish all of
the cities in our slate were in the
same condition."
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Disagreement with Bunzel series

Faculty groups question accuracy
Pres. John H. Bunzel’s continuing
series on faculty unionism now
appearing in the Sunday San lose
Mercury -News, is a responsible
attempt, though not necessarily an
accurate one, according to two San
lose State University faculty
organization presidents.
Prof. George Sicular. president of
the campus chapter of the United
Professors of California (UPC) said
be believes the Bunzel faculty
unionism series is responsible but
that space for opposing viewpoints
should be provided next to future

article for "a balanced presentation
of the subject."
Dr. Bunzel’s collective bargaining
series is not slanted but his use of
certain phraseology is unclear, according to Dr. William Wagner.
president of California College and
University
Faculty
Association
(CCUFA).
Such phraseology appearing in Dr.
Bunzel’s article as "Academics with
low scholarly achievements" did
catch my attention, Dr. Wagner
pointed out.
"I think the phrase is not very
clear," he said.

Nader asks ban
on nuclear plants
By LINDA MALLIGO
SAN FRANCISCOConsumer advocate Ralph Nader yesterday called
for a moratorium on the construction
of nuclear power plants.
"There are many problems with
these plants," he said. "There are
problems with the safety of the
emergency core cooling systems and
the storage of the radioactive wastes
produced by these plants."
Nader emphasized the need for
research into alternative sources of
power, and suggested solar power
and geothermal power as possibilities. He also stated that
conservation of power was necessary
to avoid future power shortages and
to cut down on present needs.
Nader was in San Francisco to address a luncheon of the San Francisco
chapter of the American Manufacturing Association and said the
purpose of his visit is to develop
dialogue on atomic power plants and
their alternatives.
Turning to the subject of the
automobile. Nader said he did not
believe General Motors would be
unable to meet the 1975 standards for
auto emmissions set up by the Clean
Air Act of 1970.
"It’s quite clear that it is

technically possible for them to meet
these standards," he stated. "But
what they are trying to do by stalling
is to break the will of the federal
government."
When asked if he foresaw any
changes in the style and size of fut ure
’cards, Nader said Detroit -manufactured large inefficient vehicles
because "they are allowed to do so."
Later, at the AMA luncheon, Nader
spoke of his idea of corporate responsibility to the consumer.
"Our economy grows on the basis
of junk, inefficiency and waste," he
asserted. "We are forced to buy
products that meet the deficiencies of
prior products in order to compensate for their inadequacies."
Nader, who prefers to be called a
"citizen lawyer" stated that waste,
crime and planned obsolescence were
great ifcentives to economic growth.
"If traffic accidents were to triple
next year," he speculated, "it would
be a tremendous incentive to
economic growth, with all the added
money being spent for legal and
funeral services and hospitalization
and insurance costs."
Nader told the audience of 600
advertising
and
marketing
see page 3

The second article, appearing
in last Sunday’s edition stated in
part: "Academics of low scholarly
achievements are more favorably
disposed to collective bargaining
than their more productive
colleagues."
Prof. Wagner said, however, he
doesn’t believe Pres. Bunzel’s series
is as "slanted" as some other faculty
members are willing to believe.
"I don’s think he’s (Dr. Bunzel)
against collective bargaining. He
knows we (SJSU faculty) have so
many diverse interests on collective
bargaining and this seems to be the
gist of his articles." Prof. Wagner
Prof. Wagner commented that the
president was not avoiding communication with the faculty by
writing the series on collective
bargaining in the local paper
"I have never felt that he (Bunzel)
has ever shown an unwillingness to
communicate to us his understanding
of collective bargaining or any other
faculty matter," Dr. Wagner said.
"Someone has to do his job. I think
we are extremely fortunate to have a
man of his calibre (noting his social
science background of politica!
science) as the president of our
university," he said.
Dr. Bunzel had reported in his
second article that social scientists
are more supportive of collective
bargaining than any other faculty
group. Pres. Bunzel’s source was a
1969 higher education Carnegie
survey.
Dr. Wagner said the president was
merely trying to inform the general
public about the trend and present
conditions of faculty unionism in
higher education.
He said criticism of Dr. Bunzel’s
article should be made with the
understanding that few studies are
available on faculty unionism.
CCUFA
Wagner’s
Prof.
organization is presently co-sponsoring a panel -discussion on SISU’s
role in collective bargaining this
Monday.
UPC
whose
Sicular.
Prof.
organization is aligned with the
California Federation of Labor and
with
the American
nationally

Federation of Labor, also questioned
some of Bunzel’s phraseology.
"I think the use of the phrase ’twoyear colleges and other schools of low
scholarly standing’ is vague and
misleading," the civil engineering
instructor said.
According to Dr. Bonze! and
Carnegie survey revealed that
academics at major research and
scholarship centers, "though the
most liberal," were less likely to lean
towards collective bargaining than
their colleagues.
Prof. Sicular agreed it is this
society’s tradition to go to the top
man for such an evaluation, whether
he reflects the accepted views or not.
"However, the president (Bunzel)
and I as a faculty member have
different people to please," Dr.
Sicular explained.
"This is a major reason for having
opposing views on collective
the
in
represented
bargaining
Mercury series on faculty unionism,"
he explained.
Pres. Bunzel second article also
stated that "the research -oriented
culture of a Harvard, Stanford or a
Berkeley is better suited to maintaining high scholarly standards
based upon principles of merit, inand
dividual accomplishment
qualitative judgement by peers."
Responding to this Prof. Sicular
said it must be recognized that Stanford and Harvard are very selective
about the quality of students who are
admitted. He said these institutions
expend about twice as much money
per student as do the California State
Universities.
"As a consequence, the student teacher ratios at Harvard and Stanford are about 7 to one while in the
California State U’s the ratio is about
19 to one," Prof. Sicular said.
Prof. Sicular believes the trustees
expect Dr. Bunzel to keep the costs
low as well as to keep the campus
"trouble-free."
Prof. Sicular said it is unlikely that
the Mercury would provide space for
opposing views.
"This is a rare, almost unfound
practice of the press and the radio television media," commented Prof.
Sicular.

San Jose State University student Wade Howell contemplates a free Herfy’s
hamburger, her reward for donating blood In the Air Force ROTC -sponsored
Red Cross blood drive In the S.U.Loma Prieta Room yesterday. The first 500
donors got the burgers, and were also eligible for other prizes such as flying
lessons, buckets of fried chicken, donuts, and free bowling and pool In the
student games area of the Student Union.

Foreign fund okayed
by budget committee
By JOANNE GRIBBLE
A $7,100 budget was approved for
the A.S. InterCultural Steering Committee (ICSC) by the Budget Committee yesterday.
The allocation, the ICSC’s full request, needs final approval of the
A.S. Council as part of the overall
budget. It was given after Dr. Peter
committee
faculty
Buzanski,
member, recommended the $7,100 be
put in a scholarship fund to help
foreign students, since the ICSC is
oriented primarily toward foreign
students anyway.
Dr. Phil Persky, faculty adviser to
the ICSC. said the money in the

allocation is partly used for fund
raising activities to aid with foreign
student tuition.
The committee then approved the
ICSC request on the condition that
any profits left over would go to a
special foreign students’ loan fund,
and not back to the A.S. General
Fund, as they normally would.
A.S. Pres. Dennis King. speaking
for the A.S. Housing Board,
explained the board’s non -request.
Lacking a director, the Housing
Board has submitted no request.
King said unless a new director is appointed within two weeks there will
probably be no budget for the board.

Waiting time cut for food stamps
By CRIS WANEK
No longer will college students and other Santa Clara County residents
have to wait hours in long lines to receive food stamps.
An appointment system went into effect last week, according to Essie
Brown, bureau chief of the Food Stamp Program. Prior to the new
operation, food stamps were available on a first -come. first -serve basis.
For the San lose State University student finding his monthly grocery
bill becoming too expensive for his limited budget. help is now available.
The governmental Food Stamp Program passed in 1964 under the auspices of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), enables
low-income persons to buy more food of greater variety to improve their
diets said Mrs. Brown.
She advised students to call the Santa Clara County Department of
Social Services. 55 W. Younger Ave., 299-1121. on weekdays between 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. Referral will then be made to the appropriate food stamp district office.
"Most students will be given an appointment the same day they call," she
said. "The central office (at the above address) screens 160 persons daily.
"Many persons come in too late. Students should come in earlier to get
processed. so if they are eligible they can receive aid before running out of
money," she added.
Statistics show 88.879 persons in Santa Clara County received food
stamps valued at $2,428,059 last February.
"I would say a fair number of students are receiving food stamps," said
Hal R. Stobbe. assistant director of income maintenance at the Santa Clara
County Department of Social Services.
He pointed out there is always a large influx of food stamp applicants in
September. However, Stobbe was unable to furnish a breakdown of the
exact number of studentstreceiving food stamps.
He explained it usually takes about 10 days to screen the case for
eligibility.
"Certain standards are used to determine who is qualified to receive food

stamps and who isn’t," he said.
Among these standards taken into Lonsideration are the income of the
applicant, personal property, savings account and other items pertaining
to the total income and holdings, including funds received from
scholarships or grants.
When a budget is made out for the applicants, his income and holdings
(other than necessities) are weighed against expenses. Stobbe said.
Itemized Ins list of expenses are such things as tuition and fees, housing
expense. clothing, food, personal and incidental loans, car or
transportaion, school and medical costs.
"When all these items are subtracted from the income and the sum comes
out lobe $185 or less monthly for one person, the student is eligible for food
stamps," he said.
Stobbe also indicated a college student must give the name and address
of his parents since a food stamp agent must write them to verify any support they may or could be giving.
After determining the eligibility of the applicant. it then becomes necessary to compute how much he should pay to receive the food stamps monthly, he stated.
The amount of money a person pays to get his food stamps depends upon
what his income is. "He only pays what he can afford," Stobbe remarked.
He said the amount of food stamps a household is allowed is preset. For
example, a household of one receives $36 worth, a household of two gets
$64 in stamps, on up until a household of eight receives $192 worth.
He explained. "A single person with an average monthly income of $185
would be eligible for $36 worth of food stamps. Because he is in the
maximum range of income eligible he must pay $26. thereby saving $10 foi
that month."
Food stamp regulations state almost any kind of processed food can be
bought with the stamps.
Stobbe said most of the stores, especially the larger ones, accept food
stamps, even though it is on a voluntary basis.
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Editorial

Bureaucrats control M&S fee
The present collection and use of the systemwide
$59 material and service (M & S) fee is an unfair and
undemocratic method of using student money.
The university, its administrators, faculty, and
students presently have no control over .this fee
which funds such programs as financial aids,
counseling, and instructional services (such as lab
equipment and other classroom related materials).
Instead, it is managed by the bureaucrats of
various state agencies including the chancellor’s office.
Due to the lack of campus participation in this
system. the Daily urges the present system be
revised in several areas.
First, students should not pay the instructional
service fee of the M & S because it seems a disguised
form of tuition. Section 23753 of the state education
code prohibits a tuition charge in excess of $25.
At the present time the issue of the instructional
service fee as tuition is under fire in a Los Angeles
Superior Court class action suit in behalf of
students of the California State College and
University (CSUC) system.
Such litigation could have been avoided if the
state section code would eliminate the tuition
clause as well as supply a more detailed definition
as to what constitutes tuition.
The Daily urges the legislature to make such a
revision.
This third revision, and perhaps the most radical,
would be the change in the present systemwide
collection and pay backs within the M & S structure.
Fees are now collected and paid back to the
university on a formula basis. These formulas are
based on a number of elements as inflation and influenced by several state departments including the
Department of Finance and the chancellor’s office.

Bike Hap

These fees are not collected and paid back to the
university through a special fund. Instead, they are
circulated through the state’s vast general fund.
This system is submerged in a mass of complicated bureaucracy with the student and
university completely at the mercy of the system for
fee charges as well as its use in various student
service programs.
The university would have more influence if fee
collections were within the control of the
chancellor’s office and university presidents with
input from advisory committees of administrators,
faculty, and students.
In this form the M & S would be removed from the
general fund as well as the direct influence of other
state agencies.
With advisory committees, each campus could
check the chancellor’s office of fee collections and
allocations policies.
This system would also provide the student with
a better opportunity to set priorities on what
student service programs should be supported and
those that should be scrapped.
This provides a more ideal situation for students
and administrators, on a campus level, who can
determine their own destiny.
The view that bureaucrats know what is best for
students is unfortunate. A students shirks his
democratic responsibilities by allowing the present
system to continue.
The true democratic system, founded by some of
our more radical forefathers, was based on the ideal
of expression, participation, and opportunity for
all.
In this higher education system, where students
supposedly are being trained as future leaders, this
should be the established practice, not the detached
ideal.

Joplin plays ragtime to 1980’s tune
.....

Today’s awakened interest in
Black culture and history has not
yet resurrected the genius and
pure fun of ragtime, a musical
form invented and polished by a
large corps of Black pianists in
the 1890s.
Ragtimeson of plantation
folk tunes and the father of
jazzseems to have been passed
over the craze of nostalgia we see
today.
Ragtime conjurs images of
honky-tonk saloons and
"sporting houses," lively pianist
music floating through the redlight districts of a hundred small
towns. Ragtime set the tune for
the Gay 90’s era of our history:
not quite legitimate, glittering
and very popular.
The flowing syncopated treble
(the so-called ragged time) and
steady bass rhythm of the "rags"
was worked into a simple form,
often having three to four
melodies. Critics declared that
the rags’ popularity signaled the
downfall of classical forms, and
invitation to musical chaos.
Despite the fact that rags were

mostly written and played by
Black performers, the first
published rag was written by a
white imitator in 1897. However,
the instant popularity of that rag
tune helped.Black composers find
ready markets for their own
tunes.
A few of the ragtime masters
had their own vision of ragtime
and worked to elevate it from its
red-light reputation. None held
this vision of a highly evolved
ragtime more than a young Black
pianist Scott Joplin, today called
the "father of ragtime." His story
is also the story of ragtime.
Joplin began playing in saloons
and "tenderloins" while still in
his teens. His first published rag
was introduced in 1899, the
"Maple Leaf Rag," one of the best
known ragtime pieces ever
printed. "Maple Leaf" changed
the fortunes of its author and
Joplin was able to retire and
devote all his time to improving
the ragtime format.
From 1900 to 1906 Joplin composed a folk-ballet, "Ragtime
Dance" and his first ragtime
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Quality reflects vehicle’s price
Terr
If you only use your bike close
to home for in-city transport, a
one-speed "baloon bomber" will
suffice. A three-speed can take
you further towards comfort and
efficiency, but a 10-speed does it
all.
Bicycle long enough and you’ll
want to buy one. Do some careful
shopping before you do.
Like anything else you buy, the
quality of a bicycle is reflected in
the price. A K -Mart 10-speed
selling for $70 gives you 10speeds all right, but that’s about
it. Spend a little more and you’ll
have something worth your
money.
Look for a bike with a lugged
frame. Lugging is simply a way of
strengthening the frame by
brazing the tubing into metal
sleeves at the key junctures. A
lugged frame is more expensive,
but it is the first step toward a
quality machine.
Check the seams around the
lug. Sloppy craftsmanship shows
up in excess solder or hairline
cracks in the seam.
Once you’re over the $100
mark, you’ll find that different
manufacturers offer different
packages in the same price range.
One manufacturer may put his
money into the frame. The other
may put it into the derailers,
cranks, seat, or other parts.
The frame should take
precedent over all else. It is
literally the backbone of your
bike. The more expensive the
frame
(double -butted
chromemolybdenum tubing) the
stronger and lighter it is.
Brakes are, naturally, important. Center-pull brakes are
superior to the side-pull variety
(unless they’re Compagnolo sidepulls for $80 a set).
Compagnolo is the big name in
bicycle components. When you
see the name on parts of the bike,
take a look at the price tag and
take one giant step back.
Gearing is also important.
Most bikes in the moderate price
range have a wide and versatile
gear range. Some models come
equipped with so-called "Alpine"
gears which provide a very low
gear for steep uphill grades.
Well known for good bicycles
are:
Peugeot, Motobecane,
Gitane, Raleigh, and Bianchi.
They offer a more reasonable package than most of the other prestige brands.
Don’t be rushed into A
purchase. Ask your questions

before you buy. Make the dealer
prove the quality of what he sells.
Take a spin on the bike you’ve
decided upon. Sometimes adjustments are needed. Check the
brakes that they don’t touch the
rim in the open position. Spin
both wheels and check for wob-

ble. Shift through the gears and
listen for persistent clattering.
One more thing, invest in a pair
of toe-clips. They keep the ball of
your foot securely on the pedal
and increase pedaling efficiency.
They may annoy you at first, but
you’ll soon get used to them.
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Thieu’s U.S. visit
Editor:
We heard that General
Nguyen Van Thieu might
appear at SJS during his trip to
the U.S. As Vietnamese, we
find it necessary to inform the
S1S community some facts
about him.
For more than 25 years,
General Thieu, President of the
Saigon Government, has been
a puppet of foreigners. In 1948,
Thieu enlisted in the French
mercenary troops and was
paid to fight against his own
country and betray his own
people.
In 1954, the Geneva
Agreements on Vietnam put an
end to the French domination.
However,
the
U.S.
Government violated it by
creating a regime in Saigon
called "The Republic of Vietnam." Thieu quickly shifted
his service to the U.S. and then
was made President in 1967.
Being supported 100 per cent
by U.S. aids, he has caused
more sufferings to the Vietnamese people. All fundamental human rights and all
democratic liberties of the
South Vietnamese people are
denied. Hundreds of thousands
of Vietnamese patriots are
put in jails, tortured, and
liquidated.
And once again, when the
Vietnamese were being over( oyed at the signing of the
"Agreement on Ending the War
and Restoring Peace in Vietnam" in the spirit of national
concord and reconcilation,
Thieu declared that "if the VC
set foot on our zones, we kill
them" (Lemonde, Jan 27, 1973):
and then he ordered the arrests
of all neutralists (Thieu’s
orders to the National Police).
To the Vietnamese people,
the American people and

asylum,

’executive privilege’ nonsense!"

Letters to the Editor

peoples of the world, Thieu is
simply a dictator, a puppet and
a criminal. Yet, such a man is
now invited to the U.S. by
President Nixon as a "special
guest" of the American people.
Apparently, this action is a
maneuver to give Thieu some
prestige.
It is also an attempt to
deceive the American people
that Thieu’s government is the
"sole legitimate" one in South
Vietnam, and the representative of the South Vietnamese
people. This, in fact, has
denied the reality of two
governments in South Vietnam
as recognized by the peace
agreement.
Articles
4
and
9
consecutively state that "the
U.S. will not continue its
military involvement or
intervene in the internal affairs of Vietnam" and "shall
not impose any political
tendency or personality on the
South Vietnamese people."
However, the continuing of
100 per cent economic and
military aid to Thieu, the massive introduction of so-called
"civilian advisers:" as well as
the secret shipments of arms to
South Vietnam have not only
seriously violated the above
articles of the peace
agreement, but also abused the
tax-money and the love for
peace, justice, and freedom of
the American people. The
recent threat of Mr. Nixon tO
renew the bombing of Vietnam
is also well fitted in his scheme
to break up the agreement.
Therefore, we denounce:
1. The crimes committed by
Thieu against the South Vietnamese people:
2. The scheme of the U.S.
government to rc-intervene in
the Vietnamese internal ’ffairs
and use Thieu as a tool to destroy peace guaranteed by the
peace agreement.
Vinh Phat
Vietnamese Students for Peace

Lee Illleksimon
opera "A Guest of Honor," which
has since disappeared. By 1906
the composer’s funds has
diminished considerably and
Joplin again hit thesaloon circuit
promoting his new rags.
Unfortunately. his newer
pieces were much more complex
than the earlier ones, and not as
popular.
By 1910 Joplin was working on
his ultimate dream: a complete,
orchestrated
ragtime
opera,
"Treemonisha." After five year’s
work on the project he finally had
to put it on for the public at his
own expense in 1915, with no
scenery or orchestra. His
audience showed little interest.
The failure of "Treemonisha"
apparently unhinged the ambitious composer and he was confined to the Manhattan State
Hospital, where he died in 1917.
His last complete work,
"Magnetic Rag," dedicates a large
part to the forms of the European
masters Joplin sought to emulate.
This last work also contains early
forms of jazz rhythm and is one of
the most complex rags in Black
composer ever penned.

Freedom to write?
Editor:
Spring, the lovely time of the
year when most men’s
thoughts turn to women, and
sports editors concentrate on
their ego. john B. Matthews,
former colleague of mine and
present sports editor of the
Spartan Daily, is no exception.
It is amazing that with all the
events to cover they have to
depend on drivel from the
renowned sports addict
Rudyard Kipling. Why is it
necessary for a reporter doing
a feature about an athlete to get
his views on affairs that have
little to do with baseball or
rugby?
The sports page is supposed
to entertain the reader. As a
former Daily sportswriter, we
had high hopes of writing a
column every so often this
semester, pleasing the masses
and fulfilling my own ego.
Like a true general in the
Army, Matthews has taken his
toys and gone home. He doesn’t
want my backwards style
cluttering up his page. A page
where 75 per cent of the stories
begin with the and anyone
with an ounce of imagination is
banished to the copy desk.
It appears that freedom to
write what you want is fine as
long as you are getting three
units for it.
Nick Labash
D28361

Soledad pen pal
Editor:
I have been in prison for just
about four years and now 1
have a parole date to be let out,
which if I keep on doing good
will be in October or
November of this year.
I am thirty years of age,
white, fair education, brown
hair and brown eyes. I am 6foot, 1 inch. weigh about 178.1
A111016.

am a cook and baker by trade. I
may parole to the city of San
Jose.
A while back (about two or
three weeks ago), I wrote and
asked if I could receive a copy
of your paper, so as to help
myself as well as others to find
out what the people at San Jose
University were doing, so that
it would bring the outside free
world (so to speak), a little
closer to us. For us you did
answer and we have been
receiving the Spartan Daily.
For doing this you have my
and the other men’s most
sincere thanks. Your paper
may not be the most known
and may mean so very little to
some people, but, to us, it
means a great deal.
I was asked by some of the
guys to make sure and say
thanks for them also. I also
was wanting to put an ad in
your paper but I haven’t the
funds to do so but if this letter
is printed perhaps some
understanding women will
want to start writing and we
can exchange letters.
Larry D. Carnes
Soledad State Prison

Repeated photos
Editor:
Chalk it up to a learning
experience that Spartan Daily
photographer so innocently, so
disturbingly took repeated pictures of soloist Dave Neubert
as he performed a difficult
string bass solo with the string
ensemble Wednesday night in
the Concert Hall.
It takes utmost concentration to perform such a solo,
and Dave played beautifully in
spite of the intrusive interruptions of a clicking camera in his
face. Dave deserves to have
printed in the Daily one of
those pictures!
Elizabeth Ann Richards

Our attractive resident environmentalist, Linda Malligo,
recently attacked the Shell Oil
Company in her column on this
page (March 21).
Her contention, and the contention of the organization she apparently supports, the Oil,
Chemical and Atomic Workers
Union (OCAW), is that Shell is
backward in its approach to environmental protection. That, she
contends, is the reason for the
strike.
Nothing could be further from
the truth.
And, since Miss Malligo did not
find it necessary to even consult
with a spokesman for the oil company, I have taken it upon myself
to help clear the air over the
union’s senseless strike.
The strike began on Jan. 24 involving Shell’s West Coast
facilities, namely its three
refineries and two chemical
plants. Since then, refineries in
Texas and a chemical facility in
Denver have been struck.
The center of the disagreement
between Shell and the OCAW is
over pension and pay demands,
not "environmental quality," as
Miss Malligo believes.
When the union went out on
strike (as a matter of record, the
OCAW strikes a different oil
company each year), it believed
that Shell would submit to its
demands, as it has done in the
past
According to A.C. Hogge, vice
president of employee relations
for Shell, "Management made a
contract offer to the union that
meets a well-established industry pattern on all monetary issues and sets forth a company
proposal to increase the scope of
the existing safety...assurances."
The union said no and the
strike continues.
However, what is most upsetting to the OCAW is that, by its
own admission, the refineries
continue to run as effectively and
efficiently as before the strike.
And Shell is showing no signs
of compromising. Neither is the
()CAW, of course.
So, an issue, a cause and, in this
case, a fabrication was needed to
help the union attain its monetary
goal.
The environment.
What is more popular than
ecology today?
The REAL smoke screen is
being produced by the OCAW
and not Shell Oil Company.
are
people
Unfortunately,
rallying behind the banner of a
dollar sign, but, because of the
haze of half-truths by the union,
it is being misinterpreted as an
ecology sign.
John B. Matthews
Sports Editor

Spartan Daily
Stow ne the Son foes Slate University Community
Since 1034
Second class post aim pa id at San love. California
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cap
d here., are not necessarily those al the
Associated Students. the Coll.,. Administration
or the Department of ’,runtish.. and Adyertisine
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Appointments eliminate long lines

Who uses the chapel?

Ex -POWs

By PEG BENNETT

tell of tortures
By IAN GUSTINA
Compiled from The Associated Press
PORTSMOUTH NAVAL HOSPITAL VA. Four

former

laughter.

find

solace

in

Shafts of light darted over
Mike Nuseell their heads from the handsome
stained glass window behind
chapel
thema kaleidoscope of reds

campus

El RANCHO DRIVE-IN

and

Campus suicide rate,
attempts researched

’SOMETIMES A GRIE4 1
NOTION"
WAttatnOM
.11.410.M

muun

sa, Wrek1 trimly< San lase
Droc-In Showing
"LIFE ar TIMES OF
JUDGE ROY BEAN"
"NFl) SKY IN 11111.1

By DEBBIE BLOCK

MORNINGROPICAIRE II

-11S E FINGERS

OF
DEATH"
-5 ENGENCE OF FU MA
CHU"

attempt.

Tom
entered
his room,
locked the door, put the gun to
his chest and pulled the

According to the American
Institute of Family Relations,
10,000 students were not as

trigger.
This young man was one of
the 1.000 U.S. college students
who committed suicide in

successful

in

killing

themselves, last year on the
nation’s campuses. Over

1972.

100.000 threatened suicide.
at
Boston
Studies

He

University have shown that

was successful

in

his

college students are more apt
HAYSHORE

*

5TH Week-Exclinive San tom
Drive-In Showing
Jack I emmon

-SAVE THE TIGER"
Mate Holtman
"STRAW DOGS"

Go Where The Fun Is Tina Summer"
Send today tor
Park Employment Int motion
Booklet. 11.00 Employment
O
For Student and
ern -veto’s Booklet. 5210
C P C . P.O. 5o2047. Ogden
Utah. 64404

11,00N

LIV

TA

MENT

. night

working people.
University of California at
Berkeley

researchers

have

found the suicide rate is higher
at the start of the school year.
They also have discovered
students

majoring

in

literature and the languages
are the most likely to commit
suicide.
Tom was typical of the male
suicide victims because he
chose a gun as his weapon. The
Boston

114E T
I A

WO

The same studies tumid gH is
typically choose less violent
ways of killing themselves;
overdoses,
wrist -slashing,
and gassing themselves.
Statistics

reports

University

show young men usually pick
hanging, shooting, and knifing
as means of suicide.

show

college

women
outnumber
male
students 9101 in those suicide
attempts. But the men succeed
in their attempts 310 1 over the

a

San .Po’s

like the word esus."
He gestured to the group.
"We’re a community in
spirita spirit of love."

10%

from page 1

rate

proportionally

there were many groups on
campus who were united as
yet

Christians

executives that a strong conwas
organization
sumer

’rhe

groups to get together because
of varied class times.
"But our philosophy is the
same." he said. "We believe the

Program

exceeds

self-killings

in

that

since 1960. ’rhis is a suicide
rise from 12.2 per 100,000

at

the

Los

Prevention
fear of

parental

pressure

deep

and

lettings of hopelessness account for many young people’s

coordinator

for

the

Santa

Clara County Suicide and
Crisis Service said loneliness.

on "japan Night,"
sponsored by the Japanese
American Social Organization
in

the

S.U.

Ballroom,
tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.
"Asian Wood." a folk singing
group,
and the Michiya
Hanayagi troupe of San Francisco performing the ancient
dances of lapan
will be

Ivainneit in I he Ire*. progrii in.

STAR MOTORS
375 So.

Market St.

Sall .10..s.

Present Student Body Cord

For Discount

euents

-

BENEFIT PREMIERE TUESDAY. APRIL 10th 8 nop
AT CINEMA 21
Tickets SS 00- Arallabie A112 Gear y Ii

VPSPsvel accordiELLik
-

po

of

insomnia,
personal

prized

possessions,

and

long lasting depressions are
all typical suicide warning
"We don’t have a large
varlet y of young people calling
us." Lucia Chambers, County
Suicide

and

Crisis

Service

volunteer coordinator said.
Mrs. Chambers said there
are problems which all potenvictims,
suicidal
tial
regardless of age, have when
calling the program’s 24 hour
telephone hotline.
"They are mostly

ol Commerce likes it or not."
He also expressed the belief
Jilt the American consumer is
more and more
’,coming

going

knowledgeable and said that
the consumer movement is a

lim Petty, coordinator at the
Upper
Room,
a 24 -hour

means of generating debate
our
of
quality
the
over

telephone crisis hotline in the

economy.

neighborhood, said about five
per cent of the young callers

interesting example of what is
1,11rni rig.- he stated.

MM
6Th
6 NM
AM t TRESIPPERODX
EfFICE
AU- TACKET
...,,
. .,...1

that

ding, "’rhese types of suits are
online whether the Chamber

Nader cited the current meat

STANFORD UNIVER FTY.---

neglect

signs.

tion lawsuit as being one of the
most effective coming tools,
especially in California, ad-

University experts

found

appearance, the giving away

sumer. These costs are usually
incurred by.the manufacturer

boycott as an example of this
growing awareness. "It is
but
an
amateurish,
quite

NS W specila

alienation, and
teelings of failure all induce
in
the
impulses
suicidal
young.
Boston

through

people

an emotional

crisis. They usually don’t have
other relationships. Somehow
they’re isolated," she stated.

San

lose

State

University

express suicidal tendencies.
"Most

young

people

who

call don’t want to die. They actually want someone to help
them- Petty claimed.

LANSBURVOUNCAN/BERUN
FROM COLUMBIA

Today
MSC Anthropology Club intiiiitiers
urged to make their reservations by
today for the pot luck dinner scheduled
tor Friday. April 6, in the SU. Almaden
Room. Reservations can be made in the
inlorrnaltnn office in the Anthropology
Department.
MU Campus Cremate for Christ will
conduct a discussion on marriege at
I I:30 a.m, in the All. Costanoan Room
Friday Flicks presents "KoIi:h.’ o 11471
comedy starring Walter Manhau and
directed by lack Lotman. in, be shown in
Morris Dailey Auditorium at 7 end Ill
p.m. Admission 15 50 cents.
Wel Wort Coffee Haase presents
"Headstone." a rock music band. from 8
p.m. lo midnight. Admission is 75 cents.
MSCHA will meet in the All, Paratica
iltiom at 3:30 p.m.
Orme: The Weld Coast premier of
"Slicks and Bones" will be presented by
the San liale Slate University Drama
&pertinent in the University Thmtre at
It p.m. Admission is St for SIMI students
and 62 for the general public.
Metemerphoels II. a man -Image show.
will be in It.; 141 on Friday and Saturday
ifi 7.30 p.m. Admisison is free.
Saturday
lapse Night: A cultural lapenese
program will be presented in the S.D.
Ballroom to 7:30 p.m. Admission is tree.
l’his program is sponsored by the
liipanese American SOCial Organise’ ion.
"Sticks and Nue will be presented in
the I 1ni versa y Theatre al 8 p.m. Admisston is Si for 111011 students and 50
S ir I he general public.
Damao will be held in the Women’s lIyte
ai 10 p.m. No one under 18 is allowed
ilhaul an A.S. card. Sponsored by
kappa Alpha Pm.
Monday
Monday Cinern presents "The Rattle al

BOOK SALE
WHAT
CAN YOU LOSE?
COME TAKE
A LOOK
QL1n STORE

PRODUCTION

Exclusive EngdgenIPIll
Starts WE
APRIL 11th.

Mr hot
Maim
pins, iv
now on

the

screen’

almost wept as she
related the pathetic cases III
abandoned children she met.

the door swung open into the

Pratt works with retarded
children and attempts to give
message of Jesus
the

as it to say. "Who are the
oroole n ho use the i hatiel’"

could

him.

life."

Some talked with difficulty,
as though learning. Others
talked with ease. They asked
tor love ang gave thanks for
the sweetness they felt in the
Lord’s spirit.
Some
also

asked

for

with

in-

understanding

problems,

dividual

while
in

murmured

others

his hair and beard
shimmering slightly in the
warm glow of the window.
Pratt,

around him.
They released hands, then
smiled at each other with
as

tenderness

and

though suddenly content.
A combination of recreation,
psychology and sociology majors. the students explained

student

said

give

immediate

and demanding.
1 couldn’t do it without my
belief in God."
Husband and
children

wife
in

San

work
lose

County Hospital.
fragile-looking
gentle,
A
student said she was with the

.:hildren’s shelter

.1 Lii.rial

on

ag.f..ar,ff

10% to30%
DISCOUNT
ON ALL FAMOUS BRANDS

Cameras
Protectors

Enlargers
Accessories

Film

SAN JOSE CAMERA
DARKROOM SUPPLIES
DEVELOPING 8 PRINTING
295-8591

245 So. First

Story

z,k 149
Veel6tV’ir

eurilegd.icovftear
4aa.4,ea P,A/"

44

I couidn t get King Kong to give me
a whirl. But when I turned on to
Akadama Plum (the I ip-smack Mg grape
wine with the natural plum flavor) all
the College Men started turning on to
me. Thank you. Akadama Plum. for
turning the prom glom into the bee’s
knees.

01 Ll\1
*
kp4’

Akadama Plum

The toast of the campus.

1MpOrted Dy Suntory inter national Los A ngele cant

Now

r is Dailey Auditorium at
ii in. Admission is 50 cents.

Tuesday
SISU Meteorology Depf110111 will hold
a special seminar on "The obiective use
01 meteorological satellite date" by
Rolland Nagle. of the Environmental
Prediction Research Facility of
Monterey, in DR 615 al 3:15 p.m.
Sons GM. will held a peach., session in
PER 27501 7 p.m. "The Cage." a play. will
I,,’ performed at noon in the 11.11.
Ballroom. Admission is 50 cents.
Wednesday
Wednesday Cinema premnts "Little Big
Man." it 1970 western drama starring
Dustin Holtman. lo be shown in Morris
Dailey Audit mann at 330 end 7:30 p.m.
Admission is 50 cent..
Sena FM, will holds practice session at
7 p m. no PER 071,
91/9/ Was. ha Commindestiens will
hint, poi luck dinner at 7:30 p.m. el 550
tv Ninth Street.
"A Night at the Opera" starring the Marx
Brathers will IA’ screened with other
lams and shorl subjects at 7:30 p.m. in
the S.11. Ballroom. Admission is free and
everyone is encouraged to bong
soinsininu lo ’ill,,, lis on.
Chianti Qui, at the Day...There will hr
tin liinsmii Quiz In protest the mistreatment of American newspaper
rrporlers in motion pictures made In
Hollywood. Hello. Marlon.

$100,000
LIFE INSURANCE
AGE: 25...$19.09 AGE: 35...$21.34
Where’s the catch? There isn’t any. We’ll
give you all the information you want

1nr

free. That’s right -just for the asking.
we’ll rush you all the facts no cost.

WHY PAY MORE
D. Larson Holmes and Assoc. Ph 371-5300
1901 S. Bascom Ave, Suite 338 Campbell
i

IPAIFIKROO
cot
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PRICES
ARE
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110
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FRAME

CUIENIMENT
use our drymount

330 S. 10th St.

S57 F . Santa (Ian.
Belnern 12th end 1 8th
Streets
Phone 2 94-114101

join

to

she

help and hope."
She added it was"sad work"

with

’via OR t
111 lilt’ ,14, .111,
can !11.1 11114 I km unique
herniate& ppcs dt such 10s
onto in and mc how
macs
muyb sou oan Ruiz

And as the voices laded and

worked with the "hot line in
the Upper Room," a Christian

to

up

I

las-

- r:7
_

time," he added smiling.
The group suddenly burst
into a hymn while another

peace in the hearts of those

attempt

,

j:ii ye’

"It’s been going now for sin
years and gets better all the

rushed

21,11’2,71,

1 PIPES

for.

member

passing

inquiringly.

ANDRES

He said the simple approach
to life in terms ot love lin
everyone and everything was
the happiness he’d searched

linished with a sincere message of thanks for all the good
things in the world, and for

One

looked

them.

sympathy.

warmth

sunshine,

students

mention in search iit
something meaningful in my

he said, holding his hands out
to the people on each side of
It was time for prayer.

brilliant

get

wherever he goes.
"I’ve tried It all," said Pratt
inves"I’ve
emphatically.
tigated every religion you

Spartaguide

BOOK

A

Thursday for Bible readings.
discussions and meditation,"

don’t give only adivce on the
phone. We also go out to people
as soon as they call and

perform
Suicide

their sea-

stuns much like his own. "We
meet for two hours every

tomorrow

residents.
Researchers

groups conducted

other

nuwement on 10th Street.
"We handle every kind of
emergency," she said. "But we

persons to 28.4 per 100,000

Angeles

maintained

on Japan
Dancers. singers, drummers
and karate experts will

Center claimed that

Pratt

Road. She

they had other committments
outside their spiritual lives.

have
more than
doubled for the young people

of

ponsible performance from industry. fie cited the class ac-

by

county

needed "to stand firm against
the transfer of cost that industry passes along to the con-

by theft. losses and pollution.
Nader spoke of the future
tools the consumer would
have to attain more res-

divided

small doctrinal differences.
He added it was difficult for

the area’s older population.

have

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE AND REPAIRS
ON ALL FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MODELS

His

Leaning forward. Pratt said

frustration,

atom plants

moved

asked the leader. George Pratt,
with a broad smile. "We don’t
like the word freak, but we do

teens and early 20’s suicide

Dr. Ronald Jones, program

. San

which

pleasantly as they looked up.
Are
we
Jesus freaks?"

In Los Angeles County the

suicidal actions.

Nader hits

oranges

coeds.

to kill themselves than young

that

TOWE

sof-

spoke

They

conversation
tlyanimated
filled with warmth and quiet

Students

the

acts."

statements.

Line man said he spent 42 months in isolation.
’rhe men previously withheld details of their captivity for fear
of jenpardi zinm the lives of f hose still held prisoner.

in

German
handsome
A
the
guarded
shepherd
doorway but moved gracefully

the altar.

The ex -POWs reported that physical force, drugs and beatings
were used by the North Vietnamese. The men also said some
were placed in solitary confinement for months and even years

is alive

people through love and good

the small group of people sitting cross-legged in a circle on

tally and physically tortured by their North Vietnamesecaptors.
One man estimated that 95 per cent of all prisoners were tort ured
by the Communists who tried to force them to make antiwar

spirit

world and is manifested in

the chapel?

as the door swung open.
It was cool, dim, peaceful
and empty insideexcept for

POWs said yesterday that American prisoners ill war were men-

Rated R
Steve McQueen
’THE GETAWAY’
Paul Newman

lesus

Who are the people who use

foi

press-itsMC

286-0930
171so.thord

street. san lose

Cat ries,.

(min I ltflhiiiihi

289-8536
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Sports
Tennis team
nips Colorado
I he slim tan tennis team.
tit
the
1 lni% ersi y
teat
Lolorado yesterday at the
south clialpUs courts. but w ere

Moll’ culls am.ingl. a 6- I.
Rodgers and lasonides lost.

their tougher tests
of the season.
Winning their sesenlh
straight match 6-3, the mil tars
did suffer 3 losses w loch is as
many as they’ve lost in their
last six wins.
The man that usually leads
the way Andy Mullin dropped
his match 6-4 and 6-2, to john

This as the kind of match
we
needed... coach Butch
Kirkorian said. "some real

given one of

ith I no tie breakers going
the wrong ways 6-7. 6-7.

tough competition is bettio
than heating a learn without
much of a workout.
Commenting on the w
weather

conditions, Kirk

the

said

wind

does

twin,

Grout.

shots. But II,
added hastily...Ifs better than

Spartans did win in the next
tour of fix,. matches.
Terry Rodgees No. 2 man
won 6-2 7-6. OS did Dennis

The squad is keying tor a
match with UC-Berkeley on
3.
and
I IC -Santa
April

t ;IbSon 6-2 8-4. Him." Kellock
7-6 6-7 and 6-1, Ii. iii Anal ol
6-2 5-7 and 7-6. Creg lasonotes
went dow n 3-6 I
For the lirst time in the last
matches a win was
salvage
needed in
seven

things

with

Barbara on April 2. for the
Nor -Cal Pacific Coast Athletic
Association title.
But first the netmen meet the
I Iniversit y of Oregon today at
the soul h campus courts al 1

Spor toguide

Face Bay Area teams

TIMMY
Inrix
IIAASSALL. 1,151 ’S
p
11151’
I rit trovidon ei No.
’Awls ol ipir,
SATURDAY
a riSABAIJ..
Lune Dem.h a,u

Spikers recuperate
By RAY MORRISON
Coming oft two consecutive
victories.

the Spartan track
team will challenge the Bay
Area Striders and the West
Valley

Track Club in a non -

scoring meet tomorrow at 11
a.m. at Bud Winter Field.
"This

gives

portunity

to

us

lake

an opthe team

pressure concept away for a

week. which I think is important." said Ernie Bullard.
San lose State University
coach. "It gives us time to rest
and re-evaluate our program
tor the rest of the season."
The Spartans are in the
midst of their best season in
the last three years with a 87Sit win over Stanford and a 8956 triumph over Oregon State
Iniversit y last week.

Spartan varsity
in Long Beach
lcdm

s

LONG REACH -1.tiat

tries to im pros. e Is position in the infant Pacilic Coast Athletic
Assomation season today when it

meets Long Beach State

Universit y in the southland.
The 49ers are 5-16 on the season and 1-2 in conference play.
Hie Spartans. 14-6 overall, are also 1-2 in league play, dropping
two of three to Los Angeles State University last weekend.
Menges expects to go with the same pitchers he did last week
with left Gingrich starting today’s contest and Randy Zylker and
Kris Sorenson getting the call tomorrow in the doubleheader.
The Spartans will start Oscar Hopper in left field today at ter a
hitting display in prof:lire this week that Menges termed "in -

Several of the Spartans will
be getting their first start in
dual competition including
Nickerson,
Ron
sprinters
lames Bender and Bill Walker.
’the discus could prove to be
one of the most excitingevents
as

theSpartaris Ken Kirschen-

which set meet records

week.
Spartan

last

Mark
Schilling should be ready for
another hard-fought mile and

will be battling former SISII

the tape in 4:07.4 last week.

greats Gary O’Sullivan 11811
and ( :reit Born 11891.

Bullard said he was excited
with theSpartans win over the
Beavers.
-We were very impressed
with our field performances
and the running events. It was
a totally positive day in SISIl
track history as we were able

to a meet record in the high

list with a 14.2 clocking in the
high hurdle for another first
place finish.
Bill Crawford will again try
to break the seven foot barrier
in

the

high

jump

distance

TSAI v.
.S

"running. -

rn
NEST

MONDAY
?ENNIS. siSi u bents Narisrs in the
sp.ioan Coul is a. t011ym

in both races.
Schilling nipped Pac-8 mile
champ Hallo Ebba of OSU at

jump (6-10). help set a meet
record in the 440-relay 141.01
and made the SISLI all -lime

area -the

will be helped by 880 star
Glenn Harmatz who will run

man 11681, Rich Comber 1159101 and Dave Gherardi 1151-81

Pacing the Spartan’s will be
triple -threat Greg Tinnin. In
last weeks contest, he leaped

to split up the points is ritif
weakest

miler

s. I Iniversiiv
the sped",
ei noun.
Bey Area Sloss. and
at Bud Wooers lucId at ii

io,11 Ii \ .0-0511

7

Everything You Sent
To Moire Your Lae eche-

P,LLOW
, URNITUR

THE
PILLOW FACTORY

eo..0w 52 00 sue
PILLOW WITH 5250C
=ills
5955 ,
iNIMUM PURCHASE
275.1, ,
OPEN DAILY 10 TO 8
SAN JOsE i.
SUNDAY 12 TO s

re yotir 19m4dy GI

having

missed that mark last week
when his foot nicked the bar.
The captain of the 5151.1
sprint corp., Vince Breddell,
will be trying to improve on
his 9.4 and 21.0 finishes in the
RIO and
’220-yard dashes

the obit
I ;distal 1,1111,
Mull atml
through ..1111 ,i I lose 7-5
win that lot ked op the inat:
hellock and hie Meyers woo

Rick
Nelson
In his only Northerrr
Californias appearance

Thurs.
April 5
8 p.m.
San Jose Civic
Auditorium
TICKETS.
$5.50. $4.50, $3.50
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
246-1160
912 TOWN & COUNTRY
CORNER OF STEVENS
CREEK & WINCHESTER

Hawaii
Easter
Charter

$15900
ft 1)11S / 7 NIGHTS
I \III I) \MI IN FS

Departs April 14 (12:00 Noon) SFO/HON
Returns April 21(11:30 P.M.) HON/SFO
LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE. EARLY BOOKING ADVISED.

For further information and application, drop by or (tII your

SPARTAN TRAVEL MART
Downstairs in the Student Union

211 S. 9th Street, San Jose, CA

Phone 287-2070

In a world overrun with acquaintances, relatives, authorities
and other nameless faces, there is someone to treasure.
The buddy.
The buddy deserves more than an ordinary drink. The budd
deserves Schlitz Malt Liquor -the extraordinary brew with a
boldness you’ll both be grateful for.
Just be careful. Look out for the Bull.
Nobody makes malt liquor like Schlitz.
’ r ’J J

i Brewing Cu

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCININTS
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE MS
Food Supplements iInstant Protein
Vita C. ate E. Calcium. etc
Horne Cleaners (Basic H L. etc.
Beauty Aids (Proteinized Snarnpoo, etc
ions a Mary Rhoades 297-3866
LOVE YOUR 11055
With SHAKLEE you are your own boss
No Quotas
No Risks
No Pressure
Our incentives are ample
Every distributor has different goals Er
different approaches The fact that our
natural products really are In. finest is
reflected ’flour
UNPRECEDENTED Sales Growth
These figures will
BLOW YOUR MIND
Please make COMparlSOnS
We mil ask you to do, little research
before we lel you sponsor in
JOHN S MARY
466 So sty e2
297-3868
GUYS AND GALS
Join a college-age BALLET clean if
EuIrszie School of Ballet Basic "technique’ for beginning dancers Small
clastres-indindual intention Beverly
Eufratia Grant, Director 241-1300
GOT A PROBLEM OR A MOTION?
Campus SOS can help Call the Spartan
Daily afternoons after 2 pm 277-3181

BATTLE OF
MONDAY CINEMA
ALGEIRS’ DIR BY PONTECORVO.
APRIL 2, 130 II 7:30 PM, M.D.
AUDITORIUM. 504.
DRAMA from San Ouentin by Ex-Cons
rues Apr 3, in Ballroom 12 noon 500
Awn Workshop after the play
FLEETWOOD MAC TICKETS on tale
now in the ASBO April 11.8p m. men’s
gym One Show only -2.400 Seats $2.50
students veA S card $350 general
Public
WED. CINEMA -LITTLE SIG MAN" with
OuSTiN HOFFMAN. APR 4. 3:305 7:30
Pm re D AUDITORIUM 505
FREE Beautiful Siamese cat Female 2
years old-spayed 277-31180,292-1034
Pat
Rolling gloms’ National Affair S ConesPondence Editor Hunter Thompson will
appear in MO Aud Apr 4 2 pm Free
_
PIANO Concert by Aiko Onoshi Thu,
Apr Sin Concert Hall 8 pm 51. students.
52 general adm
_

AUTOMOTIVE
82 VW REBUILT engine NEW tires Bee
offer 293-1867 or 277-3448
’44T8-250 61 VW Camper 820S Othit27
or tease note BX 289 Bldg 0 INew
College I
FOR SALE: Hondo 250 ExcelleM 4200
926-0413

TALENTED SONGWRITERS
Musicians, singers & groups wanted by
PuNishing/Production firm 292-2222

MARRIED COUPLE wanted to manage
apts & laundrette Must be capable of
maintenance work 287-4900

DO YOU like AS programs hereon campus’ If nat. dont Bitch, apply fOt the
program bard Apply in the A S office

’85 PONT. LE MANS 324, Hurst 4-speed
New Wehrle, water pump 6 tuning gear
$650 277-8822 or 296-5863

"JOSE IN ALASKA’ evaiiabi now Ties
handbook covers sii fielda. summer and
career opportunities Plan YOU adventure $300 JIA, Box 1885 Anchorage. AK
99510.

’05 FORD FAIRLANE Perfect cyl STK.
6375 Also At CHEV WON Good shape
8100 Call 275-91014

PRES MOVING SOAKS & WOOD
PALLETS
Courtesy of
EIODEGA ESPANA
Wine, S Wine Msking
1040 el 4th
NATURAL FOOD STORE
SPROUT S AVOCADO SANDWICHES
350. also MANY OTHER TYPES
SANDWICHES
Also MASSAGE
WHIRLPOOL & STEAMBATH by trot
126 East Son Salvador St
FRIDAY PUCKS "KOTCH- STARRING
WALTER MATTHAU MAR. $0,71110PM.
MORRIS DAILEY AUG. WADS.
PSYCHODRAMA MARATHON
personal growth experience Come A get
in touch with yourself Sterling midnight
March 30 to noon Sunday Special
student Met Regietration necessary
Gall 3294137 afternoons 401 Florence,
Palo Alto
HAY FEVER Star As May?) In IN 12
days of your lesson get free pills and
512-22 SW drug study TAVIST 3214412
METAMORINIOSIS ii. From Meth to life.
a multi-image show Mourn 30 & 31 730
PM Journalism Room 141 Free

’89 MUSTANG 302 VI33 sod trans Power
steering 6 ply glass belted ten Style
steel rims excellent condition $1.550 or
make offer 298-5105
SUPER JEEP 1959. 327 Corvette engine.
headers chrome rims, roli cage, 4-wheel
drive 51950/offer 289-3195
67 OPEL WAGON OM cond engine like
new Complete tape setup 0750 ALSOh9 YAMAHA 350cc like new $355 Cali
Varrian 289-9362 215 S 211. St e4
MM. MALIBU 84 V-8, clean, excellent
condition. good brae Must sell $400/best
offer 252-31393
’NI MUSTANG 10,000 miles on rebuilt
289 engine Good condition Radio.
herder, 4 on the floor Call 2854010
mornings
14 MOO Good condition 8800/offer
293-1371 evenings
St &ROCA 4 door good tires Fl S H
rectining seats 36 000 mi hest oder Cali
969-976.’ ett 6 Ass for Gethey

FOR SALE
KONICA AUTO
-2W ’P 14 Ione
and case Just bought 5270 295-1755

THE LOST FLEA MARKET. 50 variety
shops -1940 S 1st St. Ph. 293-2323
Open Wed. thru Our 8-4,30 & 8-5 30
Free parking & admission. Thousands of
useful items antiques 5 collectable’
SKIS & SOOTS-11mM Standard 200cm
wrbindings $55 Leather buckle boots
sue 11410. Ion campus) call 277-8233
A MILUON USED BOOKS. paperbacks
CI price). and magazines. Nest old
bookstore, largest in Santa Clefs Valley
since 1928. Woodruff A Thrush Twice
Read Books, 81 E San Fernando btwn
2nd & 3,0.10.30-5 30 10% off with this ad
SAVE TIM AD’ Before you purchase
costly stereo equip. retail check wius for
discount prices to SJS students Ion all
your needs) We guarantee the lowest
prices In the Bay Area on such nemeses
Sansui. Pioneer Marantz. Term, Duel,
etc Call us for weekly specials 1001 2925583 or 252-2028
BLACKUTE POSTERS $1 50. PATCHES
7505 UP. INCENSE 25-298 PIPES $1.00
& UP. RADIOS $385 8 UP. LEATHER
GOODS, BINOCULARS 822.00 & UP
BLACKLITE. COMPLETE 18" All 95, 4’
$22.95. STROBE LIGHTS $1795, GAS
GLO BULB $3.95 INDIA PRINTS, FISH
NETTING 111 98 & UP T.SHIRTS $200
EACH. BROOKS 80 E San Fernando. 1
blk from SJSU Phone 292-0405.
IF YOU LIKE SOOKS, you’ll lore
RECYCLE, e different used bookstore
ReceM paperbacks at ’e price Best Sci-Fi
selection in Bay Ares Records. too. We
neve the books you went IS need II Dere
prices intone Yes, we buy 8 trade books
a records RECYCLE 235So tat St 2866275
’87 IS FT. SAILBOAT, dessikar. 4 H.P.
0/13 ltghts. ackets, troiler. $1,150. Ph
268-9172.
&CRAFT
ISHED ART
SHOP for sale 2 blks from SJSU Inventory. fixtures. artwork. 8 living quarter,
all incl Sacrifice $500 For more into, call
292-1567 or 2967925
ARTISTS & CRAFTSMEN needed to sell
wares at Mini Renaissance F rare. Sunday
April 1st Info Call Rudi Lapnaldi 2773202
’II VW SEDAN $525 UNDERWOOD
typewriter S stand 345 Singer emirs
machine $28 Also other gems. Cell 923E917 .1
SAMNA
PUPS-Africa’s
BONIN’
hounds AKC Small, clean, odorless
companions
Nstural Hunters
Reasoneble Call 377-1958
LADIES BICYCLE Excellent condition
Call 356-3434
GUITARS & AMPLIFISRMI
ACOUSTIC 11 ELECTRIC -new & used
All al discount pineal
Guitar ShOweele
2910 S Bascom 377-5864.
PROPESSORS: Allerfto
Reaily great starts Income property only
4 blocks from Oleaginous Drive by 323
N filth SI This Is a 5-unit building, hes
nol had vacancy In a long, long time R4 Zoned Cell Mrs. Boinicaren moon to
Person csollect at OW Burlingame office
14151 346- 81 for financiel dittsils VERY
FAIRLY PRICED at $47.500. Grubb
Ellis Co Realtors

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER
404 PER POUND
ANY AMOUNT, Ph, 293-2954

NICE ROOM IN LARG, HOUSE for
guieluntelligent person 570. 96S. 17th Si.
295-7441

FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSES
German, French. & Russian records and
books for sale Reasonable. Call 2973890

ATTRACTIVE. LARGE, CORNER room
on quiet home. Ideal for study. Parking.
kitchen priv. near Campus. Serious,
rnsture man. $75/rno. 288-9154.

LOOM-4 harness, solid maple, with
shuttles 30" reed. string Middles. nonfolding 5225 248-8121 eves

LARGE 2 SDRM APT, lust painted. Brand
new couch. W & 0 pd. Summer rates
aysileMe. Rent $155irno Primo. pets OK
293-7796.

RENT A TV OR STEREO, no contract.
Free del Free service. Call Eschts 2512598

ONE LARGE SWIMS APT. New snag
rugs
Er garbage pd Available now
Cell 293-7796 751 5 2nd St *4.

Soloed c-Thesis.
TYPING -ISM
reports. general typing, letters. etc.
Reasonable rates 2534895.

SUNNY STUDIO, nicely furnished ham,
convenient to SJSU. 5110. Also 1 Won.
1135 or 2 bdrm. $155. P001 690-2430 or
3214573.

FOR PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
CALL REGISTERED ELECTROLOGIST
AT 233 E. Santa Clara St, 294-14811.

HELP WANTED
FIGURE MODELING position Light but
serious work for persons of good
character Must be physically perfect 55
to $75/hr . Periodic, Box 1365. MI. View,
OTIS ELEVATOR CO; is recrutIng 4/9/73
for sates engrg. trainee, majors reg,
BS/ME. MBA Wil9S /ME. EE Recruiter S.
Julian Smith, Mgr 288-3885
COCKTAIL GIRL & WAITRESS needed
pit Red Baron Restaurant in ReidHillview Airport Interview in person.
FRIDAY FUCKS -KOTCH"
ING
WALTER MATTHAU MAR. 30. ’is & 10
PM. MORRIS DAILEY AUD. Mit ADM.
CLERK MON for night work In liquor
Wore near SJSU. Call alto AM ONLY on
weekdays 286-7631
TYPING. The Heck with Hunt 6
Peck-Cell Pro Jay & Jay Cleri-Call
287-1127 Reasonable Rates
GARDENER-HANDYMAN, cut grass.
mm hedges, light carpentry. etc Work 3
to 4 hr, on Sunday mornings 02.00 hr.
298-4900.
’CRAFT FAIR’
APRIL 14TH 8 15TH
PALO ALTO HIGH SCHOOL
EMbercadero S El Camino
Presented by Hidden House
7S C Village-PA 321.4t45
CRAFTSMEN WANTED’

HOUSING
SAN FERNANDO HOUSE-Great atmosphere linen & mad service. color
T V. Kitchen pm, tile showers. parking
Center of activity 237 E San Fernando
TM to $090no 295-9504 or 2934346
UNIVERSITY CLUS-Co-ad Beautiful
house, fireplace. grand piano, color I V.
recrestIon room, kit env maid it linen.
perking, courtyard Include. Continental
Braskfast From 878Ono 202 So 11th
293-7374
THREE INDROOM SOUSES Amos
Bract from campus furnish or unborn
Faculty profaned. CNI 354-43113.
LARGE 3 @ORM., 2 bath furs sots
$215/mo See at 399S 12th St Celine.
1807 Summer rote $186
ROOM FOR RENT Alaimo Private or
double Girl Pre Bdrme, upstairs, Privet.,
sun yard 6 550 share kitchen & baths
Gall Don 296-7438
$1011
Large Studio sop study room
Heated pool. turn twcrpets
5 min from campus
secluded
297-1200

FREE RENT. One months Free Rent to
students wfth 6 m onths rental easement
minutes from Campus, adult and family
sections, smell pets, recreation facilities
2 bdrm. 2 bath from $175 Unfurnished
from $195 furnished 3 bdrm opts also
available Willow Glen West, Call 2881474
FROM AMMO. New rooms across tha
campus. KI1, posy. util pd Men at 99 S
911v, women 2755. 10th St Many extras
that must Meson. Open daily for inspection. Call 295-8514. 295-8520 or 287E585.
LA DONNA APTS.
I bedroom apt, turn. 5130. unfurn. $120.
ow new carpets Quiet atmosphere near
the campus 385 S 4th St Call Ben 286
8383 or John 3565708.
SUPER-LARGE 1 beIrm, apts., furnished.
carpeting 5135. Summer rates $115. 439
S 4th St. Call 9E8-8819,
2 BORN. FURNISHED HOUSE for rent. 2
blks. from SJS. Girls only. Call after 5
pm, 297-8309.
ONE SORIA. FURS. AN for rent 2 Ms
from 8.29. Gods only. Catheter 5p m 2975309.
ROOM FOR RENT 1 blk from campus.
Male only Kitchen Priv 48 S. 881St Cell
292-2032. No park. Wattles
MI AND UP. nice comfortable, gust
rooms downtown, kit prN .293-3910 156
N 5th SI
IVEY HALL, room with kitchen, clean.
quiet, across from administration
building. 29441472. 253-1152, 293-9614
FOR RENT; 2 bedroom furniehiod
apartment, $150, 533 South 10th Street.
Call 272-0256
ROOM FOR RENT in Org. haute
880/month COI 275-1179. 453 Esse St.
John $80/Summer,
_
DELUXE FURS. apt. for rent $130/mo 4
blks from campus Clued See manager
Apt 113 185 E React St Si
RAZAI Torso tine case con 4 cuanos de
dorMir pare renter 3 otras Chicanes
55000ex y utile Llarnen GO 277-2141

SERVICES
TYPING in my North side home,
reasonebla Satisfaction guaranteed
263-2739

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master’s ’ Reports ’ Dissertations
Marianne Tamberg - 1924 Mardi
Telephone 371-0395 San Jose
TYPING, EDITING. FAST, ACCURATE,
IBM SELECTRIC. FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER. CALL 244-8444 AFTER 6,30.
MARY BRYNER

PHOTOGRAPHY
Weddings $25
Passport.
Commercial, Ado, PR, Portrait.
Color. 275-0598,

$4.
W

aa

WRITING AND RESEARCH assistence.
Typing editing Wad & under) A1110
Everything for Everybody 3768018
DRUG-ID
Anonymous Analysis
(415) 965-11513
TYPING
80 North 3rd Si.. Apt 5623
287-4355
TYPIST-FAST, Accurate. Can editMaster’s etc. Near SJSU, Mrs. Atlantan
208-4104,
PASSPORTS-I, D. PHOTOS
4 for $150 One day service. 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Salt 8 am to noon TINKERSELL
STUDIO 1010 The Alameda SJ Call 2555882.
TYPING-term papers, etc. experienced
and fast Phone 289-8674
PRIVATE TUTORING AU. sublacts,
group mhos. Taught by qualified teachers
in your home, Call 293-1818
STUDENT TYPING
EXPERIENCED CALL 265-2134
Near Meridian & Koch Lane
NEW OPENING Apr. 1 LW Angels
Nursery School Open 810 am. 10 0:30
pm. Morning-afternoon sessione also
avellable 730S 2nd St Enroll your child
sow) Ca/I Betty Lowe 293-5630
TYPING-MY HOME
IBM-Sefectric or Executive
Los Gatos Area 358-2087
BRIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photOgrePhY ’
LOWEST Bay Area rates $88 incium,
gold & while album 60 COlOr prints at
your choice, full set of slides BRIDE
KEEPS ALL NSGATIVES-Extra full
color 8 X 10’s $125 each Staff of 20
Photographers Make an appointment In
see our samples-than decide
every evening until 10 pm For Fell
Bridal Packet call 257-3161

Pt RSONA LS
The papa

JO JO
and I send
Missy

our

reminds

FRIDAY PUCKS ’KOTCW STARRING
WALTER MATTNAU MAR. SO & 10 PM
MORRIS DAILEY AUG. Me ADM.

LIQUOK

Nobody.

NATURAL Weeding Photography looks
like people feet Warm Real Like people
in love. Petersen 8 Bishop Photography
Los Gatos
354-2513
Wedding
photography for people who care.
SEA FRIEND to handicapped man Live
free in attractive room Gods over 18
please call 2913-2308 aft 5.
YOU CAN WORK NOW. Newl Opening
Apr 2 Lit Angels Nursery School Open
6.30 a m.-6,30 pm morning-afternoon
sessions also available 730S. 2nd St. call
Betty Lowe 293-6530
POETRY WANTED for anthology, Include Stamped envelope Contemporary
Literature Press, 311 California Street
Suite 412, San Francisco 94104.
DONATE ON A REGULAR BLOOD
plasma program and reCielve Up to
$40/monthly Bring student ID or this ad
and receive s bonus with your first
donation. HYLAND DONOR CENTER, 35
S Almaden Ave. San Jose, CA 2944535
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 7 to 3 pm.
FUTURE CPA’S Learn how to prepare for
Me CPA exam BECKER CPA REVIEW
COURSE Cell collect 415-781-4395.2518446.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY JULIE
LOVE DAVE
DESPERATELY need a corn, of the pothook Spatial Economic Theory’ written
by Dean. Leahy. .5 McKee Will buy or
rent Call Dons 225-1360 Leave mesSage

TRANSPORTATION
CHARTER FLIGHTS. Complete domesprograms Contact
tic -international
John. Student Services West Inc 235 E
Santa Clare, 5710. 287-8301
EUROPE - ISRAEL - AFRICA
Student flights Student camping tours
throughout Europe. Russia and MIISICO
Official SOFA agent for inter-European
student charter flights, including Middle
East, and Far East CONTACT ISCA
11887 San Vicente Blvd 04 LA Calif
03049 TEL. 12131 025-5889, 828-0955

M.Inhaukee Jn0 oir,er great cities

CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
Gnader Flights International, call campus rep. Francia Morales 286-1198.
FLYING SOON? Well "It Pays To Be
Young With TWA" Your TWA Campus
Representative Bill Crawford 1225-72821
can help you make your GETAWAY Fly
51 1,3 off with TWA Youth passport Stake
up to 24 months to pay with a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD Call 2257262 for information after $00 298.8800
for reservations or your local travel agent
10TH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE FROM $239 ROUND-TRIP
JAPAN FROM 0359 ROUND-TRIP
CALL FLIGHT CHAIRMAN
19161 451-7905
1486 52n1 St Sacramento, CA 95519
CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
12 available flight schedules between
June Er Sept. to Germany. Amsterdam.
England. etc Fares start at $159, For
flight into call Richard 274-4813,
EASTER CHARTER FUONTS TO NEW
YORK
Leavmg San Francisco on 4/14, returning
San Francisco On 4/22 1 way $99 round
trip $198 Ind tax Also Minneapolis $37
each way For flight infer. contact
Richard 274-4813
FUONTS TO
MEXICO
9 DAYS. - NIGHTS, INCL. ROUND TRIP
AIR-FAIR HOTEL ALL TRANSFERS
PLUS EXTRAS
Acapulco - $299
Puerta Valiant 5200
For into contact Richard 274-4813 (after
5pm
RUSSIA-SCANDINAVIA. $ weeks. $387
.nclusive London departures Smell,
inlernetional group camping travel Ages
111.30 Also Europe Africa. India. 3-11
wits Write Whole Earth Travel Ltd . Box
law K C Mo 64141
_ .

LOST 8, FOUND
LOST: 5-month-old female Samoyed
Puppy Pura white Answers to Soniee I
love her. Marianne 293-2857

